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A study of the quasi-partile exitations and spin utuations in the one-band Hubbard-model
on the triangular lattie with nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor hopping is presented. Using the
utuation-exhange-approximation (FLEX) results for the quasi-partile dispersion and life-time,
the Fermi surfae, and the stati spin struture fator will be disussed for a wide range of dopings
and as a funtion of the Coulomb orrelation strength U . It is shown that the renormalization of the
spin- and harge-dynamis is sensitive to the interplay between van Hove singularity-eets and the
nesting, whih is inuened by the next-nearest-neighbor hopping. For all dopings investigated, the
energy-dependene of the quasi-partile life time is found to be of onventional Fermi-liquid nature.
At intermediate orrelation strength the stati struture fator is strongly doping dependent, with
a large ommensurate peak at the K-point for 1.35 eletrons per site and weak, inommensurate
intensities ouring at lower eletron densities. The relevane of this model to the reently disovered
obaltates NaxCoO2 · yH2O will be disussed.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd, 71.27.+a, 74.20.Mn, 71.28.+d
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tuations
I. INTRODUCTION
Reent disovery of superondutivity in the obal-
tate NaxCoO2 · yH2O, x ≈ 0.35 with a rit-
ial temperature of Tc ∼ 5K1 has attrated
enormous attention to this material, stimulating a
large number of experimental
2,3,4,5
and theoretial
investigations
6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16
. NaxCoO2 · yH2O is
of spae group P63/mm, representing a hexagonal lay-
ered struture whih onsists of two-dimensional (2D)
CoO2 ondution planes, separated by H2O and Na
+
ions. The material is derived from its parent ompound
NaCo2O4, equivalent to x=0.5, by simultaneous intera-
lation of H2O and deinteralation of Na
+
ions. This pro-
ess nearly doubles the -axis lattie-onstant, strongly
enhaning the 2D harater of the ompound. The Co
ions form a triangular lattie and are oordinated by
edge-sharing oxygen-otahedra whih display a shift of
the oxygen atoms along the (1, 1, 1)-diretion. In this
environment the low-lying t2g-manifold splits into a non-
degenerate A1g level and an Eg-doublet, leaving Co
4+
in
a low-spin, S=1/2 state, with a single eletron in the A1g
level while Co
3+
has a lled A1g orbital
17
. In turn, x an
be viewed as eletron doping away from half-lling of a
non-degenerate one-band model on a triangular lattie,
with NaxCoO2 · yH2O, x ≈ 0.35 refering to an eletron
density of n ≈ 1.35 per site.
At present, the eletroni struture of the obaltates is
an open issue. Yet, there is a tempting similarity to the
high-temperature superonduting uprates, where how-
ever d-holes are arranged on a 2D square-lattie. Early
on, the role of eletron orrelations in the obaltates
has been of interest. LDA results in an A1g bandwidth
of W ≈1-1.4eV, while the d-shell Coulomb-orrelation
strength U is of order 5-8eV typially17. Motivated by
this, resonating-valene-bond (RVB)
18,19
senarios have
been pursued by several researhers
6,7,8,12,14
. In addi-
tion, weak-oupling alulations, using renormalization-
group (RG) methods have also been performed
9
. In this
paper we apply an alternative method, suitable for in-
termediate orrelation strength, namely the utuation-
exhange-approximation (FLEX)
20,21
and investigate the
spin- and harge-dynamis in the triangular Hubbard-
model. In passing, we note that suh analysis may also
shed light onto the organi superondutors κ-(ET)2X
22
.
These have been suggested to realize the Hubbard-model
on an anisotropi triangular lattie
22
.
The paper is organized as follows: in setion II we
disuss the model and briey review the FLEX method.
In setion III results for the renormalized dispersions,
Fermi surfaes, the stati spin struture fator, and the
frequeny dependene of the selfenergy are disussed for
several dopings.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
Our subsequent analysis is foussed on the normal
state properties of the one-band Hubbard-model on the
triangular lattie
H = −
∑
ij
tij(c
†
i cj + h.c.) + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓ . (1)
Due to the lak of eletron-hole symmetry, a hoie
has to be made to x the sign of the the hopping ma-
trix elements tij and the Coulomb repulsion U . Here
we x these parameters to model the eletroni stru-
ture of NaxCoO2 · yH2O whih we assume to be simi-
lar to the one of the parent ompound. LDA alula-
tions on NaCo2O4
17
plae the Fermi energy in a CEF-
split t2g manifold of Co d-bands with the states near the
Fermi energy EF to be of a1g symmetry. Due to a weak
unit-ell doubling a 'bilayer'-type splitting exists whih
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Figure 1: a) dispersion, b), ) Fermi surfae, and d) density
of states for the thight-binding energy of eqn. (2) for t′ = 0
versus t′ 6= 0. In a) [d)℄ horizontal[vertial℄ solid(dashed) lines
refer to hemial potentials µ at n = 0.65. In b) and ) dahed
hexagons label Brillouin zone of triangular lattie.
we will negleted heneforth. LDA nds the maximum
of the a1g-t2g bands at the Γ-point. Foussing at rst
on the nearest-neighbor(n.n.)-hopping t = t〈ij〉, and us-
ing an eletron-language this implies that t > 0 in eqn.
(1). Coulomb-orrelations however, suppress double o-
upany of the a1g-t2g level by holes. Therefore, for the
remainder of this paper we swith to the hole-language,
implying t > 0 and U > 0. The orresponding tight-
binding band and bare DOS, as well as the Fermi surfae
(FS) and hemial potential for n ≈ 0.65 are shown in
Fig. 1. In the remainder of this paper all energies will be
expressed in units of t.
Next, it is important to realize that a dispersion with
n.n.-hopping only is qualitatively dierent from the LDA.
First, the latter exhibits a pronouned dip at the Γ-point.
Seond, the LDA FS for the parent ompound NaCo2O4,
i.e. at n=0.5, is notably hexagonal, while the tight-
binding FS using n.n.-hopping only is pratially irular
at this doping. These fats signal a sizeable next-nearest-
neighbor(n.n.n.) hopping t′ = t〈〈ij〉〉 in the obaltates.
Fitting the orresponding dispersion
ǫk = −2t(cos (kx) + 2 cos(kx/2) cos(
√
3ky/2))
− 2t′(2 cos(3kx/2) cos(
√
3ky/2) + cos(
√
3ky)) (2)
to the LDA along the Γ-M diretion we nd t′ ≈ −0.45.
As an be read of from Fig. 1 this does not only lead
to the required dip in the dispersion and the hexagonal
FS shape, but also to a signature of van Hove singular-
ities very dierent from the ase t′ = 0. For t′ = 0 the
bandwidth is W = 9, while for t′ = −0.45 it is slightly
inreased to 9.26. The role of n.n.n. hopping has also
been emphasized in a reent searh for possible f -wave
SC
23
using third order pertubation in U/t for the gap
equation, whih is rather dierent from the approah pre-
sented here.
To study the model (1,2) we employ the diagrammati
FLEX approximation
20
. The FLEX is onserving in the
sense of Kadano and Baym
24
. It sums all partile-
hole(partile) ladder-graphs for the generating funtional
selfonsistently and it is believed to apply up to interme-
diate orrelation strenght U/t ∼ 1. The FLEX equations
for the bare(renormalized spin- and harge-) suseptibili-
ties χ0(χs,c), the one-partile Greens funtion(selfenergy)
G(Σ), and the eetive interation V read
χ0q (νm) = −
T
N
∑
k,n
Gk+q (ωn + νm)Gk (ωn) (3)
χs,cq (νm) = χ
0
q (νm)
[
1∓ Uχ0q (νm)
]−1
(4)
Vq (νm) = U
2(
3
2
χsq (νm) +
1
2
χcq (νm)− χ0q (νm)) (5)
Σk (ωn) =
T
N
∑
k′,n′
Vk−k′ (ωn − ωn′)Gk′ (ωn′) (6)
where ωn = iπT (2n+ 1) and νm = iπT 2m. Eqns. (3-6)
have to be solved selfonsistently taking into aount that
G−1k (ωn) = [ωn − ǫk + µ− Σk (ωn)]−1. We ompute the
Matsubara summations using the 'almost real ontour'
tehnique of ref.
25
. I.e., ontour integrals are performed
with a nite shift iγ (0 < γ < iTπ/2) into the upper
half plane. All nal results are analytial ontinued from
ω+ iγ onto the real axis ω+ i0+ by Padé approximation.
The following results are based on FLEX solutions using
a lattie of 64x64 sites with 4096 equidistant ω-points in
the energy range of [−30, 30]. The temperature has been
kept at T = 0.05 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We start the disussion of our results with the quasi-
partile dispersion Ek whih is determined by Ek − ǫk +
µ − Σk(Ek) = 0. This dispersion is shown in Fig. 2(a)
and (b) at U/W ∼ 1 for t′ = 0 and −0.45 for various
doping levels δ, where δ = n− 1 within the hole-piture,
i.e. NaxCoO2 · yH2O with x ≈ 0.35 orresponds to δ ≈
−0.35. As ompared to Fig. 1 (a) a pronouned mass-
enhanement of order unity at the FS rossings is learly
visible in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). This enhanement is due to
low-energy spin utuations whih are present in χsq (ω).
In addition the overall shape of the dispersion is strongly
renormalized. At large distanes from the FS however,
and due to strong quasi-partile sattering, the notion of
the quasi-partile pole Ek may be of less relevane.
At U = 0, t′ = 0, and for δ = +0.5 the Fermi en-
ergy oinides with the van Hove singularity related to a
attening of the bare dispersion observable in Fig. 1 (a)
along Γ-M -K. Fig. 2 (a) shows a shift of this attening
at nite U . Eg. for U = 8 we nd the Fermi energy to
oinide with the remnants of the van Hove singularity
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Figure 2: Quasi-partile dispersion Ek along Γ-K-M -Γ for
(a) t′ =0 and (b) t′ = −0.45 and for various doping levels at
U = 8 and T = 0.05.
only at δ ≈ +0.35. This is rather remote from the SC's
doping level. In ref.
9
Fermi surfae pinning of the van
Hove singularity has also been investigated, however at
xed hemial potential. For t′ 6= 0 the situation is very
dierent sine two van Hove singularities exist in the bare
DOS. Remnants of these remain present also at nite U .
At t′ = −0.45 and U = 8 Fig. 2 (b) shows that for the
SC's doping level of δ ≈ −0.35 the FS is rather lose to
the lower one of the van Hove singularities - whih is ab-
sent at t′ = 0. Finally we note from Fig. 2 (a), that for
t′ = 0 the relative mass-enhanement at the FS along di-
retions unrelated to the van Hove singularity, e.g. Γ-K
is largest if the van Hove singularity is losest to the FS.
For t′ = −0.45 Fig. 2 (b) does not show this eet.
In Fig. 3 the FS of the t− and t − t′ − U models
are ompared for δ = 0,±0.35. As ompared to the
non-interating ase at U = 0 there are no indiations
of sizeable, orrelation-indued shape-hanges of the FS.
The FS at nite and negative t′ = −0.45 is hexagonally
shaped for δ ≤ 0 down to the SC's doping level. This
is onsistent with the LDA results of ref.
10
. In ontrast,
the FS at t′ = 0 evolves towards a more irular shape as
δ = −0.35 is reahed. Nesting of the at regions of the
FS with the wave-vetor Q (δ) indiated in Fig. 3 an
enhane the stati spin struture fator at Q(δ). Due
to the shape of the FS this enhanement is more pro-
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Figure 3: Fermi surfaes for t′ = 0 (thin lines) versus t′ =
−0.45 (thik lines) at U = 8 and T = 0.05 for various δ.
Outer hexagon refers to BZ. Arrow denotes a ommensurate
wave vetor K = ( 4pi
3
, 0) with a irle labeling the half width
of χsq at q = K at T = 0.05, U = 8, and t
′ = 0.
nouned for t′ = −0.45 at δ ≤ 0. Interestingly, at the
SC's doping level the nesting-vetor Q is ommensurate,
i.e. Q (δ ≈ −0.35) = K = ( 4pi
3
, 0
)
.
Now, we disuss the evolution of the stati spin stru-
ture fator Re [χsk(ω = 0)] with dopings δ and orrelation
strength U along the path Γ-K-M -Γ in momentum spae,
ontrasting the ase of t′ = 0 versus t′ = −0.45. Fig. 4
displays the doping dependene at T = 0.05 and U = 8.
For δ = +0.35 this gure shows the stati struture fator
to be only moderately enhaned whithin a rather broad
range of inommensurate momenta. For t′ = 0 these
momenta are loated mainly along Γ−M and partially
along Γ−K. The zone-folded approximate nesting vetor
is loated slightly o the M -Point. For t′ = −0.45 and
δ = +0.35 enhaned spin utuations are found primarily
along the diretion Γ-M with Re [χsk(ω = 0)] rather small
within the remaining k-spae. As the doping is redued
the maxima in Re [χsk(ω = 0)] move towards the K-point
and and develop into a sharp and ommensurate peak
at Q(δ) = K as the SC's doping level of δ = −0.35 is
reahed. The shoulder at M in Fig. 5 is due to the over-
lap with the remaining peaks at symmetry equivalent po-
sitions. Nearly all inommensurate spin utuations are
suppressed. The half width of the ommensurate spin
utuation peak for δ = −0.35 and t′ = 0 is sethed
by the irle on the right hand side of the inner FS in
Fig. 3. This irle is also a measure for the degree of
nesting of the quasi-parallel regions of the Fermi surfae.
At δ = −0.35, lose to the SC's doping level, the om-
mensurate peak is ∼60% larger for t′ = −0.45 than for
t′ = 0. At δ = +0.35 however, where the nesting proper-
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Figure 4: Doping dependene of the stati spin struture
fator Reχsk(ω = 0) along the path Γ-K-M -Γ in the BZ for
(a) t′ = 0 and (b) t′ = −0.45. Notie that only at δ = −0.35
the ommensurate peak at K is observed for large U .
ties of the t− and t− t′ − U models are rather reversed,
the spin response is less supressed for t′ = 0.
In Fig. 5 (a) and (b) the dependene of the stati spin
struture fator on the orrelation strength U is displayed
at the SC's approximate doping onentration for t′ = 0
and t′ = −0.45 along a path in the BZ idential to that
of Fig. 4. Evidently, inreasing U at this doping level,
predominantly inreases Re [χsk(ω = 0)] at the ommen-
surate momentum K. Additionally, one realizes that this
inrease is non-linear in U , with a rather sizeable growth
setting in for U & 4. Finally, and similar to the dop-
ing dependene, the overall size and sensitivity of the
spin utuations to the orrelation strength is larger at
t′ = −0.45 than at t′ = 0. In ontrast to the situation at
δ = −0.35 we have found the inommensurate spin u-
tuation peaks at δ = +0.35 to be enhaned only weakly
with U inreasing up to U = 8.
Fig. 6 shows the low-temperature frequeny depen-
dene of the imaginary part of the quasi-partile selfen-
ergy ImΣk∈FS(ω) for δ = 0, and ±0.35. The lattie mo-
menta are hosen as lose as possible to the FS. We nd
the selfenergy to be nearly isotropi along the FS with
only a rather weak maximum ouring in the diretion of
the ommensurate spin utuations. Near the Fermi en-
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Figure 5: Dependene of the stati spin struture fator
Reχsk(ω = 0) on the orrelation strength U along the path
Γ-K-M -Γ in the BZ for (a) t′ = 0 and (b) t′ = −0.45.
ergy and for all dopings shown, the selfenergy is learly
proportional to ω2 at low-energies whih is indiative of
normal Fermi-liquid behavior. This is in sharp ontrast
to FLEX analysis of the Hubbard-model on the square
lattie, lose to half lling. There one typially nds
'marginal' Fermi-liquid behavior with ImΣk∈FS(ω) ∝ ω
over a wide range of frequenies
21,26
. Therefore, along
this line one is tempted to onlude, that the normal
state of the obaltates is more of onventional metalli
nature than in the uprates. This is even more so, if one
realizes from Fig. 6 that the quasi-partile sattering rate
displays its smallest urvature at the SC's doping level,
whih implies the quasi-partiles to be rather well dened
there. At larger values of δ, proximity of the FS to the
van Hove singularities enhane both, the absolute value
of ImΣk∈FS(ω) as well as the urvature. This eet is
more pronouned for t′ = 0.
In summary we have investigated the one-band
Hubbard-model on a triangular lattie with nearest- and
next-nearest-neighbor hopping using the normal state
version of the FLEX approximation. Adapting this
model to the obaltates we have shown that a sizeable
next-nearest-neighbor hopping is neessary to desribe
their eletroni struture. Over a substantial range of
dopings whih we have investigated we nd a signiant
5−2 −1 0 1 ω
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−
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δ=−0.35
δ= 0.0
δ=+0.35
−1 0 1 2ω
(a)  t’=0.0 (b)  t’=−0.45
U=8
T=0.05
Figure 6: Frequeny dependene of −ImΣk (ω) near the FS
in diretion Γ → K for (a) t′ = 0 and (b) t′ = −0.45 and
δ = 0,±0.35 (loation of momenta k in units of K for (a):
δ = −0.35: 33/64; δ = 0.0: 42/64; δ = +0.35: 45/64 and (b):
δ = −0.35: 33/64; δ = 0.0: 39/64; δ = +0.35: 42/64 ).
Fermi surfae mass-enhanement of order unity. This is
due to spin utuations and the additional proximity of
the Fermi surfae to van Hove singularities at partiu-
lar doping levels. In ontrast to the Hubbard-model on
the square-lattie we have found the quasi-partile sat-
tering rate to display a onventional Fermi-liquid type
of energy-dependene. Finally we have shown that the
stati spin struture fator exhibts a large ommensurate
peak at those doping levels attributed to the superon-
duting obaltate systems. This response was found to
be signiantly enhaned by next-nearest-neighbor hop-
ping.
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